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Long-Term Controlled Protein Release from
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Modulating Mesh Size and Degradation
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Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based hydrogels are popular biomaterials for protein delivery to
guide desirable cellular fates and tissue repair. However, long-term protein release from PEG-
based hydrogels remains challenging. Here, we report a PEG-based hydrogel platform for long

term protein release, which allows efficient loading of
proteins via physical entrapment. Tuning hydrogel
degradation led to increase in hydrogel mesh size and
gradual release of protein over 60 days of with
retained bioactivity. Importantly, this platform does
not require the chemical modification of loaded
proteins, and may serve as a versatile tool for long-
term delivery of a wide range of proteins for drug-
delivery and tissue-engineering applications.
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1. Introduction fibroblast growth factors and vascular endothelial growth
Tissue development is guided by the orchestrated function

of biological cues in a spatially and temporally controlled

manner.[1] Thus, the controlled release of cues, such as

protein cues, offers a powerful tool to aid tissue repair by

promoting the processes that underlie desirable cellular

fates.[2] The delivery of epidermal growth factor and

transforming growth factor has been shown to accelerate

wound healing.[3] Bone morphogenetic proteins have been

widely used to promote bone regeneration,[4] while
factor (VEGF) potently accelerate angiogenesis.[5]

To deliver these biological signals in situ, previous studies

have employed either systemic administration or oral

delivery. However, these approaches generally result in

lowefficiencyduetothelargemolecularsize,poorabsorption,

and short half-life of growth factors.[2b] Biomaterials-based

drug delivery platforms therefore hold great promise for

enhancing tissue repair by recapitulating the soluble-factor

environment that is present during normal tissue develop-

ment. The activity of these proteins usually depends on their

concentration, which necessitates their long-term and

sustained release fromthedeliverymaterial.[6] Of thevarious

biomaterial-based platforms developed for protein delivery,

hydrogels have been widely used due to their tissue-like

water content, injectability, and tunability.[7] Polyethylene

glycol (PEG) hydrogels are particularly attractive due to their

biocompatibility[8] and biological inertness.[9]

Prolonged release from PEG-based hydrogels has been

achieved via chemical conjugation of biomolecules to the

hydrogel network through hydrolytically or enzymatically

degradable linkages.[10] These chemical linkages may be

designed with high specificity for biomolecules of inter-

est[7c,10b] and trigger the release of these biomolecules in
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response to stimuli such as matrix metalloproteinase.[10a]

However, the high specificity of chemical conjugation,

which is appropriate for smallmolecules, ismore difficult to

control whenmodifying large growth factorswith complex

structures. Proteins harbor many functional groups, which

makes it hard, if not impossible, to specifically control the

position and degree of conjugation.[11] Furthermore, chem-

icalmodificationmay leadtochanges inproteinstructure[12]

that may lower protein-receptor binding affinity and result

in undesirable loss of biological activity.[13]

In contrast, physical entrapment inside the hydrogel

network is a more facile method to incorporate proteins

within hydrogel networks that does not require protein

modification. Protein release is based only on passive

diffusion through the hydrogel network.[8] The rate of

protein release depends upon mesh size and upon the

homogeneity of the hydrogel network. To achieve efficient

protein loading and prolonged release, the mesh size of the

network should be smaller than thehydrodynamic radius of

the protein(s) of interest, but most current hydrogels have

mesh sizes that are too large.[7b,14] Since PEG is bioinert and

repulsesproteins,entrappedproteinsare likely tobereleased

inbursts,with>80%ofthecargo releasedwithina fewhours

of encapsulation.[7b,14] Protein release is also sensitive to

heterogeneity in the hydrogel network, which occurs when

monomers crosslink in a random sequence. Linear PEG

materials, such as PEG-diacrylate and PEG-dimethacrylate,

aremost commonlyused for formingPEGhydrogels through

a chain-growth radical polymerization. The intrinsic high

dispersity of the polymerization degree from this radical

polymerization typically yields heterogenous crosslinking

density and network meshes, which result in poor control

over protein release.[15,16] In contrast, step-growth polymer-

ization involves crosslinking between end groups of multi-
Figure 1. Strategy for controlling protein release from PEG hydrogels b
monomers with tunable molecular weight and hydrolytic degradation
(B) Physical entrapment of protein cargo in hydrogels with mesh siz
release is triggered as hydrogels degrade.
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arm PEG molecules. Since the crosslinks are pre-defined as

the cores of themulti-armmolecules, the hydrogel networks

constructed through this method exhibit more defined

structures, increased homogeneity, and increased control

over mesh size.[14a,17]

The goal of the current investigation was to develop a

step-growth polymerized, PEG-based hydrogel platform for

sustained protein delivery via physical entrapment. It was

hypothesized that with a mesh size smaller than the

hydrodynamic radius of the growth factors, growth factors

couldbeefficiently loaded intoPEGhydrogelswithoutburst

release, and that the kinetics of protein release could be

tuned by modulating hydrogel mesh size and degradation.

To test this hypothesis, synthesized hydrogelswith tunable

mesh size were therefore synthesized by varying the PEG

molecular weight between the crosslink and the PEG

concentration (Figure 1). PEG hydrogel degradation was

controlled with crosslinkers with three different degrada-

tion rates (Figure 1). Using bovine serumalbumin (BSA) as a

model protein, the effects of varying PEG mesh size and

degradation on protein release over 2 months were

examined. Finally, the release of basic fibroblastic growth

factor (bFGF) from an optimized hydrogel formulation over

35 d was quantified. The ability of the released bFGF to

stimulate cell proliferation was assessed using human

adipose-derived stromal cells (hADSCs).
2. Results

2.1. Modulation of Hydrogel Mesh Size

To study the relationship between mesh size and hydrogel

composition, the equilibrium swelling ratio on day 1 was

used to calculate mesh size in the hydrogel. Mesh size
y tuning mesh size and degradation. (A) Chemical structures of PEG
profiles. Terms and abbreviations are defined in section 2.2 and 2.3.

e smaller than the hydrodynamic radius of the protein of proteins;
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Figure 2. Hydrogel mesh size depends on molecular weight
(2.5 KDa vs. 4 KDa), degradable linkages (ND, MPE, MAE; see
section 2.3 for a definition of the polymer naming convention)
and PEG concentration (5% to 20%) (w/v). All hydrogels were
swelled in PBS overnight to reach equilibrium. Mesh size was
calculated using the equilibrium swelling ratio on day 1. Data are
presented as mean� standard deviation (n¼4).
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increased when increasing the number average molecular

weight between crosslinking points (Mn), while the

presence of degradable linkages did not alter mesh size

(Figure 2). For example, increasing Mn from 2.5 kDa to

4.0 kDa in ND hydrogels increased mesh size from

4.92� 0.07nm to 5.95� 0.01nm (p<0.0001), while the

2.5K-ND, 2.5K-MPE, and 2.5K-MAE hydrogels had compa-

rable mesh sizes of 4.92� 0.07nm, 5.12� 0.03nm, and

5.01� 0.10nm respectively (p> 0.2) (Figure 2). In addition,

mesh size decreased with increasing PEG concentration for

both 2.5 kDa and 4 kDa hydrogels.
2.2. Tunable Hydrogel Degradation

The effects on hydrogel degradation via varying the

hydrolytic degradationof PEGcrosslinks,molecularweight,
Figure 3. Hydrogel swelling over time depends on PEG molecular w
degradation corresponds to increased hydrogel swelling ratio. (A) Swe
of hydrogels (20%w/v) with Mn of 2.5 kDa. (C) Swelling ratio of 2.5K-
mean� standard deviation (n¼ 4). Red arrows show time points aft
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and PEG concentration were explored. Degradation was

monitored by measuring the hydrogel swelling ratio over

time. WhenMn and PEG concentration were kept constant,

hydrogels with MAE linkage showed the fastest degrada-

tion, both in hydrogels withMn of 4K (Figure 3A) and 2.5K

(Figure 3B). In contrast, the corresponding MPE and ND

hydrogels maintained a stable swelling ratios up to 77 d

(Figure 3A,B), indicating minimal degradation. Hydrogel

degradation was also influenced by PEG molecular weight

(Figure 3A,B). For example, 4K-MAE degraded in 24 d

(Figure 3A), while 2.5K-MAE persisted for 74 d (Figure 3B).

Changing the PEG concentration also influenced hydrogel

degradation (Figure 3C). For the 2.5K-MAE hydrogel,

increasing the PEG concentration from 5% to 20% slowed

hydrogel degradation,with completehydrogel degradation

over 46 d and 74 d, respectively.
2.3. Controlled BSA Release

Cumulative protein release from PEG hydrogels with

varying mesh size and degradation was then measured

using BSA as a model protein. For non-degradable (ND)

hydrogels, mesh size can be reduced by decreasing PEG Mn

from4K-ND to 2.5K-ND (Figure 2). A corresponding decrease

in accumulative BSA release was observed from 2.5K-ND

hydrogels (58%;Figure4A) than in4K-NDhydrogels (27%)by

day 67 (Figure 4B). Incorporating a rapidly degradable

linkage (MAE) into thehydrogels ledto fasterproteinrelease,

with>90%cumulativeBSAreleasebyday67from2.5k-MAE

hydrogels (Figure 4A,B). In contrast, incorporation of the

degradable linkageMPEonlymildly changedprotein release

compared toNDcontrols (Figure4A,B). LowerPEGmolecular

weight and slower degradation led to delayed BSA release

(Figure 4A,B), as did higher PEG concentrations (Figure 4C).

For example, 5% (w/v) 2.5K-MAE hydrogels released �74%

protein in 24h, but 7 d and 28 dwere required to release the

same amount of BSA from 10% (w/v) and 20% (w/v)

hydrogels, respectively (Figure 4B,C).
eight, degradable linkages, and concentration. Increased hydrogel
lling ratio of hydrogels (20%w/v) withMn of 4 kDa. (B) Swelling ratio
MAE hydrogels of varying PEG concentration. Data are presented as
er which the hydrogels were completely degraded.
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Figure 4. Tunable cumulative BSA release over time via varying PEGmolecular weight, degradable linkages and concentration. (A) Profiles of
BSA release from PEG hydrogels (20%w/v) with Mn of 4 kDa. (B) Profiles of BSA release from PEG hydrogels (20%w/v) with Mn of 2.5 kDa.
(C) Profiles of BSA release hydrogels with varying PEG concentration and Mn of 2.5 kDa. Data are presented as mean� standard deviation
(n¼4). Red arrows show time points after which the hydrogels were completely degraded.

Figure 5. Sustained protein release over one month with retained
biological activity. Release kinetics (A) and biological activity
(B) of bFGF released from 2.5K-MAE hydrogels over one month.
(A) Concentration bFGF released into supernatant over 35 d.
(B) Biological activity of released bFGF was verified by
quantifying its ability to stimulate cell proliferation of hADSCs.
Data are presented as fold increase normalized to the
proliferation of hADSCs cultured without bFGF (negative
control (Neg ctr), black bar). �p<0.05, ��p<0.01, ���p<0.001,
and ����p<0.0001 relative to the negative control. Positive
control (Pos ctr), freshly prepared 10 ngmL�1 bFGF. All data are
presented as mean� standard deviation (n¼4).
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2.4. Sustained bFGF Release with

Retained Functionality

To determine whether encapsulated proteins retain their

biological activity throughout the processes of hydrogel

formation, incubation, and degradation, bFGF was loaded

into 2.5K-MAE hydrogels, and released protein was

collected over time. Similar to the trends for BSA release

(Figure4), enzyme-linked immunosorbanceassay indicated

sustained bFGF release over 35 d (Figure 5A). The

biofunctionality of released protein was also determined

by adding released bFGF to hADSCs and measuring the

resulting cell proliferation. bFGF released from 2.5K-MAE

hydrogels stimulated hADSCs proliferation at 144–203%,

which is comparable to the level of freshly prepared bFGF

(10ngmL�1) (Figure 5B). Taken together, these results

confirm that 2.5K-MAE hydrogels enable the sustained

release of biologically active bFGF over 35 d.
3. Discussion

Here, a facile approach to control protein release from PEG

hydrogels by modulating mesh size and degradation is

demonstrated (Figure 1). Hydrogels with small mesh size

were obtained via thiol-ene step growth polymerization.

Changing hydrogel concentration and molecular weight

are convenient handles for tuning mesh size. However,

previous studies often considered the relationship between

hydrogel mesh size and theoretical protein diffusivity but

neglected the hydrodynamic radius of the protein cargo,

which was often smaller than the hydrogel mesh.[7a,7b]

Previous studies usinghydrogelswithmesh sizes above the

size of BSA (�14�4�4nm)[18] resulted in a burst (>60%)

release of BSA release within an hour, and the remaining

protein escaped the hydrogels in a few days.[7b] These

results highlight the need for hydrogels with smaller mesh

to allow more gradual protein release. In the present

investigation, hydrogel mesh size was decreased to

4.92 nm, comparable to the size of BSA, by increasing the
5, 15, 1679–1686
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hydrogel concentration to 20% (w/v) and decreasingMn to

2.5 kDa (Figure 2). As a result, BSAwasphysically entrapped

in thehydrogel,with only 30% release after 67 d (Figure 4B).

In contrast, hydrogels with larger mesh (5.95nm) obtained

from hydrogels withMn of 4.0 kDa displayed lower protein

retention (58% release) (Figure 4A). Hydrogels with smaller

mesh retainedBSA forup to2months. Itwasnoted thatBSA

was not completely caged in hydrogels even with an

average mesh size smaller that the radius of BSA. This was

because although a step-growth polymerization was

utilized to increase the homogeneity, there will still be

some unavoidable defects due to the possible incomplete

reaction of the functional groups and self-loop forma-

tion,[19] as well as the dispersity of the molecular weight

distribution of PEG macromers.

To release the entrapped protein, hydrogels need to be

degraded over time and thus enlarge the mesh size for

controlled protein release. Hydrogel degradation triggered

by hydrolysis or enzymes has been previously employed to

promote protein release.[7b,14a,20] However, the initialmesh

sizes of the hydrogels are often larger than loaded proteins,

which lead to burst release even without degradation.[7b]

Our hydrogels were designed to have an initial mesh size

smaller than loaded proteins, and incorporated various

degradable structures to allow tunable protein release

(Figure 1A). The degradation rate of an ester linkage can be

tuned by changing the number of methylene residuals

between an ester and a thiol ether.[21] Therefore, it was

expected that MPE linkages containing two methylene

residuals between an ester and a thiol ether will yield an

intermediate degradation rate, while MAE linkages, which

contain only one methylene, would degrade more rapidly.

Our results show that MPE hydrogels displayed a stable

swell ratio that was similar to those calculated for

hydrogels with non-degradable linkages (Figure 3A,B); this

effectmay due to the hydrophobicity of norbornene, which

slows ester hydrolysis.[21a] MAE hydrogels degraded

efficiently, as indicated by the increase of swell ratio over

time (Figure 3), and 4K-MAE hydrogels (Figure 3A) under-

went a more rapid increase in swell ratio than 2.5K-MAE

hydrogels (Figure 3B), indicating faster degradation.

Accordingly, faster degradationwas accompanied by faster

BSA release; 4K-MAE hydrogels released BSA in 38 d

(Figure 4A), while 2.5K-MAE hydrogels needed 59 d

(Figure 4B). These results suggest that more ester linkages

between crosslink points (two in 4K-MAE hydrogels and

one in 2.5K-MAE hydrogels) may also accelerate degrada-

tion and protein release. In addition, hydrogels with lower

initial PEG concentrations degraded more rapidly

(Figure 3C), and released protein faster (Figure 4C). It should

be noted that although ester is good for introducing

hydrolytic degradation for protein release, the control over

degradation rate is still limited as shown in this study. To

achieve a broader range of degradation and protein release,
Macromol. Biosci. 20
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alternative degradable structures may be introduced, such

as carbamate, with a hydrolysis half-life that could be

modulated from hours to months.[7c,10c]

Hydrogels with degradable linkages released their cargo

when the protein passed through the enlarged mesh

created by degradation (Figure 1B). MAE-containing hydro-

gels released >90% of the loaded BSA (Figure 4), indicating

high efficiency of protein release. Previous studies have

used the total amount of released protein rather than

the initial loaded protein amount to calculate the release

percentage.[22] This may lead to an overestimate of the

efficiency of protein release by not taking into account

the unreleased proteins. Faster degradation was accom-

panied by faster BSA release; 4K-MAE hydrogels released

BSA in 38 d (Figure 4A), while 2.5K-MAE hydrogels needed

59 d (Figure 4B). Thus, although hydrogel degradation has

beenwidelyused to control protein release,[7b,14a]mesh size

should be considered when tuning degradation. For

example, decreasing the initial PEG concentration to

accelerate degradation also resulted in a larger mesh size

(Figure 2), which led to fast protein release (Figure 4C).

Decreasing the concentration of 2.5K-MAE hydrogel to 5%

(w/v), which showed a degradation period of 46 d, caused

the release of 70% of the loaded BSA within 24h due to the

large initialmeshsize (7.63nm). Butwithaconcentrationof

10% (w/v), which leads to a decreased mesh size (5.85 nm),

2.5K-MAE hydrogel could then release 75% of the BSA

over 7 d. Thus, to achieve sustainable long-term release, an

appropriate initial mesh size and degradation rate are both

essential.

To achieve prolonged protein release from hydrogels,

molecules that possess protein-binding affinity, such as

heparin or short peptides with specific binding affinity for

the target proteins, have been incorporated.[23] However,

such strategies only apply to proteins for which specific

binding structures are available. In contrast, our method

relies only on physical entrapment and no specific

interactions are required for protein loading/release as

the entrapment and release of loaded cargo is solely

controlled by hydrogel mesh size and degradation. Thus,

our method is more versatile and can be applicable for

controlling the release of a broad range of proteins.

Here, thiol-ene addition chemistry was chosen for

hydrogel crosslinking due to its high efficiency and

homogeneity.[24] This crosslinking mechanism was also

chosen because previous studies have used it for protein

encapsulation in hydrogels, and it showed minimum

interference with protein bioactivity.[14a,25] Similarly, it is

demonstrated here that bFGF encapsulated in our hydro-

gels retained its biofunctionality after release (Figure 5B).

Although a relatively high amount of bFGF was released in

the first few hours, possibly because the hydrodynamic

radius of bFGF is smaller (�3–4nm)[26] than that of BSA,

sustained release was observed over the following month
15, 15, 1679–1686
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(Figure5A). In contrast to strategies forproteindelivery that

require chemical conjugation[10b] or the incorporation of

affinity structures to increase specificity,[27] our approach

only required physical entrapment of proteins of interest in

PEGhydrogels (Figure1), and thusour strategy is likely tobe

appropriate for a broad range of biomedical applications.

Chemical conjugation strategies need to be designed

specifically for different biomolecules given the available

modifiable functional groups, andmay easily induce loss of

bioactivity.[12,13] Our strategy can circumvent these limi-

tations as the entrapment and release of loaded cargo is

solely controlled by hydrogel mesh size and degradation.

Althoughonly employedphoto-initiated thiol-ene addition

was employed in the present study, other methods,

including redox-initiated radical addition[28] and Michael

addition,[7b] may expand the utility of our approach. It is

also important to consider that some proteins of interests

may possess free thiol groups that can interfere with the

thiol chemistry based crosslinking, thus other crosslinking

methods may be used, such as Diels-Alder coupling.[10b]

Furthermore, other degradation strategies rather than

hydrolysis, such as photodegradation[29] and enzymatic

degradation,[14a] may also be employed to induce changes

in hydrogel mesh size. The concept of achieving sustained

protein release via controlling hydrogel mesh size and

degradability may be broadly applicable using other

polymers and hydrogels.
4. Conclusion

An approach for controlling protein release from PEG

hydrogels by controlling mesh size and degradation has

been demonstrated. By developing hydrogels with control-

lable mesh size through step growth polymerization,

protein could be physically entrapped in hydrogel with

small meshes. Tunable degradation was introduced by

incorporating various degradable structures, thus yielding

sustained protein release over one month with retained
Table 1. Summary of hydrogel monomers and characteristics. Terms

Group Mn

[kDa]

PEG monomers

(molar ratio)

N

g

2.5K-ND 2.5 PEG8NB / PEG8SH (1:1)

2.5K-MPE 2.5 PEG8NB / PEG8MPE (1:1)

2.5K-MAE 2.5 PEG8NB / PEG8MAE (1:1)

4K-ND 4.0 PEG8NB / PEG2SH (5:3)

4K-MPE 4.0 PEG8NB / PEG2MPE (5:3)

4K-MAE 4.0 PEG8NB / PEG2MAE (5:3)
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bioactivity. Since this approach only employed the physical

processes of entrapment anddegradation, it could be a very

versatilemethod for delivering abroad rangeof proteins for

diverse biomedical applications.
5. Experimental Section

5.1. Materials

Eight-arm PEG (MW �10kDa) was purchased from JenKem

TechnologyUSA. Linear PEG-diol (MW�1.5 kDa), p-toluenesulfonic

acid, mercaptoacetic acid, and 3-mercaptopropionic acid were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich USA. Lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trime-

thylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) was synthesized as previously

reported.[30] All other reagents and solvents were obtained from

Fisher Scientific unless otherwise noted.
5.2. Synthesis of PEG Monomers

Eight-armPEG-norbornene(PEG8NB),8-armPEG-thiol (PEG8SH),and

linear PEG-dithiol (PEG2SH) were synthesized as previously

reported.[24,31] Eight-arm PEG mercaptopropionic ester (PEG8MPE)

wassynthesizedbyreacting8-armPEGwithmercaptopropionicacid

in toluene. Briefly, 5.0 gof eight-armPEGweredissolved in150mLof

toluene, followed by the addition of 34mgof p-toluenesulfonic acid.

After adding 1.74mL of 3-mercaptopropionic acid, the solution was

refluxed overnight. The azeotropic mixture was collected periodi-

cally. After cooling the solution to room temperature, the product

was precipitated in ice-cold diethyl ether. Eight-arm PEGmercapto-

acetic ester (PEG8MAE)was synthesizedby reacting 8-armPEGwith

mercaptoacetic acid following the same procedure as for PEG8MPE.

Linear PEG mercaptopropionic ester (PEG2MPE) and linear PEG

mercaptoacetic ester (PEG2MAE)were synthesized via the protocols

used for PEG8MPE and PEG8MAE.
5.3. Preparation of Hydrogels

To examine the effects of PEG mesh size and degradability on

protein release, six PEG polymers were synthesized (Table 1).

Specifically, PEG hydrogels with 2.5 kDa and 4.0 kDa average

molecular weight between crosslinking points (Mn) were
and abbreviations are defined in section 2.2 and 2.3.

umber of ester

roups between

crosslinks

Number of methylene

groups between thiol

ether and ester

Expected

degradation

0 0 None

1 2 Intermediate

1 1 Fast

0 0 None

2 2 Intermediate

2 1 Fast

5, 15, 1679–1686
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synthesized. For eachPEGMn, PEGdegradabilitywas further varied

with three degradable linkages: a non-degradable linkage (ND),

mercaptopropionic ester (MPE), and mercaptoacetic ester (MAE)

(Table 1). All PEGmonomerswere dissolved in phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) with 0.05% (w/v) LAP at a concentration of 20% (w/v)

beforeuse.TomakePEGhydrogelswith4.0 kDaMn andNDlinkages

(4K-ND; this naming strategy was used to designate the other five

PEG polymers) PEG8NB solution was mixed with PEG2SH at a

volume ratio of 5:3 and exposed to ultraviolet light at 4mWcm�2

for 5min. Other hydrogels were fabricated following similar

procedures. To make lower-concentration hydrogels (15% (w/v),

10% (w/v), and 5% (w/v)), a 20% (w/v) monomer solution was

further diluted in PBS (with0.05% (w/v) LAP) and crosslinkedunder

ultraviolet light.
5.4. Calibration of PEG Concentration

All hydrogelswereprepared in a cylindricalmoldusingavolumeof

50mLper sample.Wetweightwasmeasureddirectlyafterhydrogel

formation. All hydrogels were incubated in deionized water

overnight at room temperature to remove unreacted PEG mono-

mers, then lyophilized.Dryweightwas thenmeasured anddivided

by the wet weight to determine the calibrated PEG hydrogel

concentration.
5.5. Swelling Ratio

Hydrogels were prepared (50mL each) and incubated in a 48-well

plate filled with 500mL PBS per well at room temperature. Wet

weight was measured at a predetermined time. The swelling ratio

(Q) of hydrogels was calculated using Equation 1:
www.M
Q ¼ Wwet=rgel
Wdry=rPEG

ð1Þ
where Wwet is the wet weight of the hydrogel at each time point,

Wdry is thedryweightof thehydrogel calculatedbymultiplying the

hydrogelwetweight by the calibrated PEG concentration, and rPEG
andrgelare thedensityofPEGandthehydrogel, respectively,which

were defined as 1.12 g cm�3 and 1.01 g cm�3, respectively, accord-

ing to the literature.[32]
5.6. Calculation of Mesh Size

To reach equilibrium for swelling, hydrogelswere incubated in PBS

overnight after preparation. Mesh size (j) was calculated using

Equation 2, in accordance with ref.:[33]
j ¼ y2
�1=3ðr0 2Þ1=2 ð2Þ
where y2 is the volume fraction of polymers in the hydrogels that

have reached equilibrium in swelling (equal to the reciprocal of Q)
and ðr0 2Þ1=2 is the root-mean-squared end-to-end distance of the

polymer chain in the unperturbed state, which can be calculated

using Equation 3, in accordance with ref.:[34]
ðr0 2Þ1=2 ¼ lC11=2n1=2 ð3Þ
where l is the average bond length, Cn is the characteristic ratio of

the polymer (l¼ 0.154nm,C11/2¼4.0[34]), and n is the number of
Macromol. Biosci. 20
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bonds in the chain, calculated as 3Mc/Mr, whereMc was calculated

from the Flory-Rehner equation (Equation 4) and Mr is the

molecular weight of the repeating unit, which is 44 for PEG.
15, 15, 1

bH & C
1

Mc
¼ 2

Mc
�

y
V1

ðlnð1� y2Þ þ y2 þ x1y2
2Þ

y21=3 � y2=2
ð4Þ
InEquation4,y is thespecificvolumeof thepolymer (rs/rp),V1 is the

molar volume of the solvent (18 cm3mol�1 for water), x1 is the

polymer-solvent interaction parameter (0.426 for PEG-water),[34]

and y2 is the polymer volume fraction in the equilibrium swollen

hydrogel (the reciprocal of the swell ratio).
5.7. Quantifying Protein Release

BSA was used as a model protein to characterize the profile of

release from the PEG hydrogels. BSA was dissolved in PBS (with

0.05% (w/v) LAP) at concentration of 20mgmL�1. PEG monomers

were dissolved in the BSA solution, and the hydrogels were

prepared using the protocol described above, at a volume of 50mL

each. BSA-laden hydrogels were incubated in a 96-well plate filled

with 200mL PBS. At each time point, the supernatantwas collected

and 200mL of fresh PBS were added back to the wells. The BSA

concentrations in the hydrogel precursor solution (PEGmonomers

and BSA) and in the collected supernatantweremeasuredwith the

Bio-Rad Protein Assay according to the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. The amount of BSA protein released from the hydrogels at

each time point was calculated bymeasuring the concentration in

thecollectedsupernatantandmultiplying thatamountby the total

volume. Cumulative releasewas determinedby summing the total

amounts released over time. The total BSA loaded into each

hydrogel was calculated by multiplying the concentration in

the hydrogel precursor solution by the volume of each gel (50mL).

The fraction of released BSA was calculated by dividing the

cumulative release by the initial loading amount.

To characterize bFGF release, bFGF was added to the BSA-

containing PEG monomer solution described above at a concen-

trationof 2.5mgmL�1. Hdrogelswere preparedat a volumeof 50mL

each and incubated in a 96-well plate filled with 200mL PBS. The

supernatant was collected at predetermined time points and

200mL of fresh PBSwere addedback to thewells. The concentration

of bFGF in the collected supernatant was measured via enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (PeproTech Human FGF-basic Stand-

ard ELISA Development Kit) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions.
5.8. Cell Proliferation

Human adult adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs) were isolated

from excised human adipose tissue with informed consent as

previously described.[35] ADSCs were expanded for 4 passages in

high glucose DMEM supplementedwith 5ngmL�1 basic fibroblast

growth factor (bFGF), 100UmL�1 penicillin, and 0.1mgmL�1

streptomycin. hADSCs (passage 4) were used to monitor the

biofunctionality of bFGF released from our PEG hydrogels. hADSCs

were cultured in a 96-well plate (3000 cells/well) one day before

the sample solution was added. After removing the old medium,

100mL of bFGF-containing solution collected from the hydrogels
679–1686
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(or control solution) were added to the well, as were 100mL of cell

culture medium composed of high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified

Eagle’s Medium (Gibco), 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), and

100UmL�1 penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). PBS was used as a

negative control, and fresh bFGF solution (10ngmL�1) in PBS was

used as a positive control. Cells were cultured at 37 8C and 5% CO2

for 72h. Cell proliferation was measured with the CellTiter 961

AQueousOneSolutionCellProliferationAssay (Promega)according

to the manufacturer’s instructions.
5.9. Statistics

All experiments were performed in quadruplicate. Data are

presented as mean� standard deviation. Statistical analysis was

performed using one-way analysis of variance with Tukey’s

correction for multiple comparisons (a¼0.05) to compare all

groups. The threshold for significance was set at p<0.05.
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